
Data processing  

Raw data files are preprocessed directly after data acquisition and stored as ChromaTOF-specific *.peg 
files, as generic *.txt result files and additionally as generic ANDI MS *.cdf files. ChromaTOF vs. 2.32 is 
used for data preprocessing without smoothing, 3 s peak width, baseline subtraction just above the 
noise level, and automatic mass spectral deconvolution and peak detection at signal/noise levels of 5:1 
throughout the chromatogram. Apex masses are reported for use in the BinBase algorithm. Result *.txt 
files are exported to a data server with absolute spectra intensities and further processed by a filtering 
algorithm implemented in the metabolomics BinBase database.  

The BinBase algorithm (rtx5) used the settings: validity of chromatogram (<10 peaks with intensity 
>10^7 counts s-1), unbiased retention index marker detection (MS similarity>800, validity of intensity 
range for high m/z marker ions), retention index calculation by 5th order polynomial regression. Spectra 
are cut to 5% base peak abundance and matched to database entries from most to least abundant 
spectra using the following matching filters: retention index window ±2,000 units (equivalent to about 
±2 s retention time), validation of unique ions and apex masses (unique ion must be included in apexing 
masses and present at >3% of base peak abundance), mass spectrum similarity must fit criteria 
dependent on peak purity and signal/noise ratios and a final isomer filter. Failed spectra are 
automatically entered as new database entries if s/n >25, purity <1.0 and presence in the biological 
study design class was >80%. All thresholds reflect settings for ChromaTOF v. 2.32. Quantification is 
reported as peak height using the unique ion as default, unless a different quantification ion is manually 
set in the BinBase administration software BinView. A quantification report table is produced for all 
database entries that are positively detected in more than 10% of the samples of a study design class (as 
defined in the miniX database) for unidentified metabolites. A subsequent post-processing module is 
employed to automatically replace missing values from the *.cdf files. Replaced values are labeled as 
‘low confidence’ by color coding, and for each metabolite, the number of high-confidence peak 
detections is recorded as well as the ratio of the average height of replaced values to high-confidence 
peak detections. These ratios and numbers are used for manual curation of automatic report data sets 
to data sets released for submission.  

 


